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Oxygen 25 USB MIDI Controller delivers next-generation functionality from M-Audio®, a leading innovator in mobile music production technology. Oxygen 25 has eight set knobs, plus dedicated transport and track select buttons. DirectLink mode automatically maps these controls to common DAW functions* including transport parameters, mixers, pan tracks, and plug-ins. Built-in
factory presets offer support for popular virtual instruments right out of the box — no complicated setup is necessary. The speed sensitive keys and sleek and compact design complement the portable keyboard that is perfect for laptop production, live DJ performance, sample triggering or composing anywhere. No other MIDI controller in this price range has so much functionality
while remaining easy to use. Simplified Session Control Featuring eight assigned knobs, programmable sliders, custom transport controls, and track up/down keys, Oxygen 25 gives you complete control over your session—allowing you to stay involved in the creative flow of recording and mixing music rather than being distracted by constant back and forth between the QWERTY
keyboard and MIDI controller. DirectLink mode automatically maps Oxygen 25 controls to common DAW parameters*—while factory presets provide instant mapping to popular virtual instruments including Xpand!™2, Hybrid™, Velvet®, Strike®, Oddity, ImpOSCar and MiniMonsta. Use custom Select buttons to quickly switch MIDI and preset channels for deep tactile control
through multitimbral software instruments. Intervening MIDI controllers with your software doesn't get any easier than this. M-Audio Professional Quality pioneered the category of mobile MIDI keyboard controllers, and we continue to be the best-selling name in the game. In fact, M-Audio controllers are used by manufacturers and players who are more professional than other
brands on the market. Thanks to nearly a decade of continuous innovation, you'll find that the Oxygen 25 controller has a solid and reliable build — and puts as much musicality into the keyboard as it does to complement other MIDI controls. A New Approach to Making Music With Ignite, you can now capture your ideas quickly with professional results. The idea of individual music
is captured as a phrase, simply called a clip. Some clips can be played back together, or even grouped to create more complex phrases and song sections. Ignite provides seamless integration with the current M-Audio keyboard controller. Once connected to your computer, key parameters will be automatically assigned, or mapped, to the front panel controller. This tight
integration provides an out-of-the-box solution that only works — without tasks to do. Pro Tools Compatible The Oxygen 25 MIDI controller offers out-of-the-box integration with Pro Tools software®—industrial Tools®—industry DAW is found in professional studios, projects, and private studios around the world. With DirectLink, the Oxygen 25 control instantly maps the main
parameters in the Pro Tools Mixer, Edit and Transport window—as well as a powerful set of virtual instruments bundled with Pro Tools. Together, Oxygen 25 software and Pro Tools provide simplified workflows in robust systems with many industry standard file interface and compatibility options. The Ultra-Compact Design of the Oxygen 25 Keyboard packs an incredible amount
of control for DAW and soft synths into a very small footprint. There's always room for it — even on the most crowded desktops, efficient stage rigs or compact studios. It's also the perfect complement for your laptop to make music wherever inspiration strikes — whether relaxing on the couch, writing on a plane or jamming on a tourbus. With the Oxygen MidI 25 controller, you can
carry your entire mobile laptop studio in a shoulder bag. Sound Your Best Included with Ignite is an incredible 275 instrument sound developed by AIR Music Technology. In addition to the versatile arpeggiator, Smart MIDI technology provides Chord Player and Phrase Player that can introduce new music parts to increase your production— even drum patterns. Email your ideas to
the rest of the band. Share your music ideas and songs with other musicians through SoundCloud—all without ever leaving Ignite. Plus, you can export WAV and MIDI files, then import them into any DAW recording software—including Pro Tools. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Table of Contents 21 This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are
necessary for their functionality and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more or withdraw your consent for all or some cookies, please see our cookie policy. By hanging this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you consent to the use of cookies. Adam MIDI Connection
Saturday, March 2, 2019 Subscribe by email I just bought Oxygen 25 (3rd Gen) at a secondhand store. Is there anything I need to download on the M-audio n install site on my Mac? Or just plug n play? I will use it with Pro Tools 12.4 if it matters. thank you Thank You Delayed Response Moderation Because you can find out yourself by doing a simple check on the M-Audio
homepage: Oxygen 25 is class-appropriate and does not require additional drivers for the selected operating system. The only thing you need to download is DirectLink mappings if you use Logic Pro X (or GarageBand) as a DAW, and want to map buttons and buttons automatically. Most other DAWs have DirectLink with the latest version. Check this page for details: Search M-
Audio Driver Select Legacy and Oxygen 25(Blue) which is the gen.3 version. more than a month ago Connection #2 No reply has been made for this post yet. Be one of the first to reply to this post! Post!
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